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FO
LD ARCHITECTURE

Imagine the plot folding itself protectively 
around the inhabitants. Imagine it adapting to 
the climatic conditions. Imagine the lifegiving 
sun being a societal good. Then you have FOLD.

Can technology be an aesthetic guideline?
Could a catalogue for differend FOLDs 
be developed for different geographical 
contexts?
Where could future designers find inspiration 
for new FOLDS?

ARCHITECTURE
The local plot folds itself around the inhabitants to 
protect them.

EMBRACE TUNE SHARE

EMBRACE: We embrace the climatic conditions by analyz-
ing the plot and its resources. The plot is folded to create 
four sides. 

TUNE: We tune the folded plot to create angles, inclina-
tions and sizes of the surfaces perfect for the specific 
building site. The surfaces are assigned different func-
tions.

SHARE: We share surplus energy with society as part of 
a vision about solar democracy: Strong energy producing 
houses share some of their solar prosperity with older 
houses less fortunate.    
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CONSTRUCTION
TEAM DTU succeeded in solving its own di-
lemma: Creating FOLD as a very slim structure, 
made from wood, with a long span and a very 
low U-value. All this without compromising aes-
thetics, systems’ integration and the assembly/
dissembly requirements.

Is it possible for the architectural concept to be 
reflected in the structural concept? 
How is the construction a design tool to 
achieve a low-emissive house?
Which construction materials are fit for the fu-
ture?

CONSTRUCTION
FOLD has three main strategies to meet its structural 
challenges. 

STRESS SKIN ELEMENTS
The structural elements of FOLD are built as 
stress skin panels. The material used is KERTO 
S and KERTO Q plywood, and all the panels are 
constructed alike.

A “COAT” OF AEROWOLLE
Two layers of the nanogel-infused Rockwool-
material is mounted on both sides of the stress 
skin panels. It reduces the number of cold 
bridges. And the U-value for Aerowolle is only 
0,019 W/m2K.

AIRTIGHTNESS
All the joints between the panels are created to 
obtain airtightness, regardsless of how many 
times it would be assembled and dissembled. 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Q: What is the first step towards a plus-energy 
house? 
A: Designing a house adjusted to the local cli-
mate to reduce its energy consumption.

FOLD’s energy performance is a three-step 
method: REDUCE - OPTIMIZE - PRODUCE.

PRODUCE

OPTIMIZE

REDUCE
CONTEXT, GEOMETRY, DAYLIGHT, 

FUNCTIONS AND SYSTEMS

COMPONENTS AND 
INSTALLATIONS

LOCAL ENERGY: ELECTRICITY 
AND HOT WATER

REDUCE

Geometry
Orientation

Daylight
Materials

Natural ventilation
Construction

OPTIMIZE

Ground cooling
Floor heating

Cooling ceiling
Mechanical ventilation

Lighting
Control systems

PRODUCE
Photovoltaics

Solar heat
Heat pump
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ENERGY CYCLE

Estimated energy production

11712 kWh/year
Estimated energy consumption

5597 kWh/year
Estimated energy balance

6114 kWh/year

ENERGY BALANCE
Electricity and hot water production goes hand in 
hand in FOLD: The two systems are integrated and 
work like a clockwork.

The essential component of the energy producing sys-
tem is photovoltaic thermal panels (PV/T). The PV’s are 
cooled by water, which makes the PV’s more efficient and 
provides domestic hot water in addition. This system can 
provide energy for several other houses.

The PV’s are monocrystalline silicon, and the PV/T system 
is especially developed for FOLD.

Another source of energy derives from using a ground 
heat exchanger, which enables FOLD to have almost free 
cooling in the cooling season. The only energy consump-
tion is for circulation pumps. Compared to traditional 
air-to-water heat pumps (i.e. without the ground heat 
exchanger) FOLDonly uses 1/10 of the energy needed 
for the cooling.
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FO
LD COMFORT CONDITIONS

The control system has an intuitive user-inter-
face: The iPad app. By using the iPad you can 
control the temperature, dim the lights, activate 
the alarm, open the windows and push buttons 
- all this only by a pad with your fingertip.

How can buildings be a contribution to our 
health? 
How do we develop a dialogue between 
techology and user?
How is the user and his habits a crucial part of 
the house’s control system?

CONTROL YOUR COMFORT
The control system has three major aims: Climate 
adaptability, interplay between components to en-
hance the overall efficiency, and it is the interface for 
interaction between user and house.

CLIMATE ADAPTABILITY
The control system allows the comfort con-
ditions to be steady no matter which climate 
the house is placed in. This is of great impor-
tance to the adaptability of the FOLD.

INTERPLAY BETWEEN COMPONENTS
The controls system is designed to exchange 
information between the subsystems. This 
information is used to callibrate the compo-
nents and increase the overall efficiency of 
the system.

USER INTERACTION
The FOLD app is the interface between the 
user and the house. It enables the user to 
control several functions, and it even sends 
suggestions to the user about desirable 
changes.
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FO
LD HOUSE FUNCTIONINGS

Usually house functionings like washing ma-
chine, dish washer and clothes dryer are pow-
ered with electricity. But electricity is a high 
quality energy source - why not use less effec-
tive energy sources like hot water for functions 
that primarily require heat? 

How can we assign and optimize different en-
ergy sources for different functions?
What is the perspective in hot water cir-
cuits (HWC)?
Could HWC include more functions than the dry-
er, the dishwasher and the washing machine?

THREE LETTERS TO REMEMBER
Heat Water Circuit - HWC - is emerging as a new con-
cept within the field of energy management. It de-
scribes the new solutions for using hot water as an 
energy resource instead of conventional electrical 
circuits.

The HWC system of FOLD is a rather innovative water cir-
cuit that uses  hot water for running the dishwasher, the 
washer and the dryer. This means that instead of using 
electricity these house functionings are powered by hot 
water. 

A heat exchanger inside the machine heats up the pro-
cess water (in dishwashers and washers) or process air (in 
dryers), which reduces the need to operate the traditional 
electrical heating element inside the machines. This leads 
to a replacement of the majority (up to 90%) of the elec-
trical power consumption.

HWC appliances are developed to be heated by district 
heating, geothermal heating or solar collector. By replac-
ing the use of electrical energy to the appliances with 
heating water the electrical energy consumption will be 
significantly reduced. FOLD supplies its HWC appliances 
with hot water from the PV/T system and the heat pump. 
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ECO HOTEL
90 m2

SINGLE FAMILY
250 m2

FOLD OTHER INHABITANTS

FOLD applies to many markets, where sus-
tainability is on the agenda. A current focus 
on sustainability and climate, a growing  
population and switching demographics 
towards one- and two-person households 
make Australia a promising market. 

2
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FOLD AUSTRALIA?
FOLD is much more than just the Madrid showroom 
version of the house. It is a concept and a new philos-
ophy of building sustainable housing. Market viability 
studies have outlined different scenarios for FOLD - 
all maintaining the idea of the folded lot.

ECO HOTELS
90 m2

Why stop folding after one FOLD? Why not 
keep folding and create a group of individual 
residential units.This way of grouping the 
FOLDs enables good opportunies for creating 
a local and selfsustaining grid.

SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE
250 m2

An entire first floor has been added in one 
side of the house. This new way of folding 
the new floor area into a complete deck makes 
use of the huge volume of FOLD, creating new 
spatial opportunities.
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FO
LD INNOVATION

Before commencing the project Team DTU 
made its own definition: Innovation is the ability 
to think creatively about standard products to 
create new and better solutions.

How can innovative thinking become a back-
bone of the built environment?
What does “innovation” actually mean?
Which actors are major in the field of innova-
tion? 
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ARCHITECTURE: The locally adaptive geometry 
of FOLD primarily uses passive strategies to ob-
tain a high energy efficiency.

AEROWOLLE: The “coating” of Aerowolle and 
the stress skin elements enable a very slim con-
struction with a very low U-value. 

PV/T: The BIPVs produce electricity, and the 
thermal part of the PV/T produces domestic hot 
water. The water cools the PVs to increase the 
performance, thus producing more electricity.

HEATING/COOLING: Standard products for floor 
heating is used for the innovative cooling and 
heating system.

CONTROL SYSTEM: An intelligent interaction 
between natural and technical systems is con-
structed around user behaviour. 

GREYWATER & BLACKWATER: The microclimate 
is improved around the house and relieves the 
sewage system. 

FOLD & INNOVATION
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BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES

Geometry

Passive heating

Passive cooling

Space distribution

The “folding” of the plot was care-
fully done to achieve best orienta-
tion, compactness and roof angle.

The geometry of FOLD permits 
both direct and indirect solar heat 
gain by the small and big facades 
respectively. 

Cross ventilation with roof opening 
facilitated by a control system. The 
overhangs as well as the ground 
heat exchanger collaborate exten-
sively during the cooling season.

The volume of the interior was 
designed in order to reduce the 
area by the South facade and to 
increase it by the North. The tech-
nical core was placed towards West 
to act as a thermal buffer. 

THE DNA OF FOLD 
FOLD is tuned to harvest the potentials of the plot 
from the very first sketches. The combination of 
design and life cycle analysis makes FOLD a heavy-
weight frontier in the field of sustainability. 

The bioclimatic strategies are design tools used from the 
very first sketches. They belong to the REDUCE category 
from the energy efficiency strategy. A climate analysis of 
the local context outlines suitable bioclimatic strategies, 
and the Team DTU spent a lot of time and effort getting 
this part all right. When focusing on these design tools 
a high-efficient house is achieved - and it only costs an 
intelligent designer. 

The combination of the bioclimatic strategies and the 
high standards on sustainable materials constitute the 
bones and the skin of FOLD. All materials have been care-
fully chosen to meet the requirements for life cycle as-
sessment. 

Sustainability is the DNA of FOLD - within the house’s 
whole lifetime.
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COMMUNICATION
Fold is a sustainable laboratory. A lot of 
testing is being conducted and new knowl-
edge generated. FOLD aims at adressing 
all key actors in the chain of sustainability.

Who has the main responsibility for imple-
menting sustainability in the built environ-
ment?
How do we reach everybody in the 
quest for sustainable living?
Where is knowlegde about FOLD relevant?

COMMUNICATION AS A BRIDGE 
Research, product development and visionary strat-
egies are worth no-thing if not implemented in the 
everyday life. Team DTU has used social digital media, 
lectures, exhibitions and fairs to reach all key actors 
within the field of sustainability.

Environmental

Political

Economical

Social

Technological

Legal


